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Abstract
Near-duplicate images cause problems of redundancy and copyright infringement in large image collections. The
trouble is minor in the web, where appropriation of images without acknowledgment of source is prevalent. Near duplicates can
be exact copies or else differ slightly in their visual content. Near-duplicate detection has received substantial attention over the
past few years due to the applications in copyright enforcement, organizing large size image databases, increasing focus on image
search, redundancy elimination of logos, managing storage space by removing duplication, etc. In the paper, a method has
proposed for Indexing Near-Duplicate Images in the Web Search. First image enhancement is done in user query image then
features are extracted based on SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) that is to extract the local invariant features of each image.
After this similarity measure is calculated among the feature extracted images using min-hash algorithm. Finally, Locality
Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is used for indexing near duplicate images based on user query. We demonstrate that our indexing
approach is highly effective for collections of up to a few hundred thousand images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Billions of photos and videos generates in the World Wide Web are growing every day. Users who are
browsing the internet will rapidly encounter many duplicates of images in multiple locations. For instance, several
news sources use the same photo the devastation of an earthquake, while the same funny image of the baby wearing
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clothes like a tiger may be shared by hundreds of person on a social network. In general, being able to detect and
trace duplicates is useful in various application areas, including: Large storage space: Only a single image needs to
be stored, instead of keeping a backup copy of each duplicate which is especially useful for photo sharing websites.
Understanding behaviour and interests: Tracing how images are shared and how they spread across the internet can
give insights into the social behaviour of people and their interests. Duplicate images means exact duplicates,
indicating the images are completely similar in appearance, or near-duplicates, indicating the images are not exact
similar but differ slightly in content. Most of the systems perform feature extraction as a pre-processing step,
obtaining global image features like colour histogram or local descriptors like shape and texture. In this paper, the
near-duplicate images are detected based on user query image and retrieving the near duplicate image based on
indexing. This process is achieved by three steps; initially features are extracted from the query image. Second is
after extracting the features of each images, similarity is calculated. Finally, indexing of near duplicate images based
on user query is done. For indexing we use Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH).
2. RELATED WORKS
In the field of near-duplicate detection or image retrieval, there are many different methods according to
different specifications or patterns. A common solution to retrieve images similar to each other in content properties
like shape is based on Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR).[1] This paper proposes an indexing method based on
stroke density code. Initially segment the document image to retrieve all the Chinese character images, then
calculate its stroke density of each Chinese character image, and at last make the stroke density code of each
character image. [4] Used to detect image spam effectively and also it is necessary to analyze the image content.
Near-duplicate image spam is detected based on CE (cross entropy), in which the SURF is used to extract the local
invariant features of each image (spam and ham); then the GMM (Gaussian Mixture Models) of local invariant
features which are fit using CE as the distance measurement between Gaussian distributions, improve the K means
to all the cluster the GMMs since our dataset is very large. [6]Proposed to estimate the degree of correlation between
two given patterns, auto correlation and cross correlation are the common statistical techniques used in the areas of
image processing and pattern recognition. [8] From the results of the experiment it is clear to see that the
classification ant-colony algorithm is able to automatically identify different target categories in the process of
image classification. In this algorithm all ants are divided into two groups: Stochastic and intellectual ants. The
stochastic ants can remember the positions of the target pixels when they pass, and ascertain the initial clustering
center. The stochastic ants provide search guidance for the intellectual ants. [9] In this paper a signature for contentbased image copy detection is described. The extraction of the signature is fast and the detection speed is very
efficient – millions of signatures can be compared in a second. Also the precision and recall rates are high for many
commonly used modifications of images.
3. PROPOSED WORK
In proposed system, Indexing and identifying near duplicate images is done using SURF features.
Identification of duplicate images consists of four steps. a) Image Enhancement b)Speeded Up Robust
Features(SURF) c) Min-Hash Algorithm d)Locality Sensitive Hashing. Min hashing means convert large sets to
short signatures, while preserving similarity. Locality-sensitive hashing means focus on pairs of signatures which
are likely to be similar.
3.1 Dataset
In this paper, real images are used. Actually this dataset contains real camera photos taken directly from a
real user’s photo gallery. This collection consists of different types of near duplicate and exact duplicate images.
3.2 Image Enhancement
Aim of image enhancement is to improve the query image quality. To improve the image quality,
transformation function is needed which takes the pixel’s intensity value of the query image and generate the new
intensity value for corresponding pixel to produce the enhanced image.
To estimate the quality of the enhanced image automatically, an evaluation function is needed which will
tell us about the quality of our enhanced image.
3.3 Speeded Up Robust Features (Surf)
The work of Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) is to detect the features of the image. In proposed work
SURF is used for extracting image features and detects the interest points among the images.
SIFT was comparatively slow and people needed more speeded-up version. In 2006, SURF: Speeded Up
Robust Features” was introduced. As name suggests, it is a speeded-up version of SIFT.SURF, sometimes referred
to as the Fast-Hessian detector and is essentially based on the Hessian matrix with the Laplacian-based detectors
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such as Difference of Gaussian (DoG) [13].
The search for discrete image point correspondences can be divided into three major steps. Primarily,
‘interest points’ are selected at distinctive locations in the image, like blobs, corners and T-junctions. Next, the
neighbourhood of each and every interest point is provided by a feature vector. Also the descriptor has to be
distinctive and at the same time resistive to noise, detection displacements and geometric and the photometric
deformations. Finally, the descriptor vectors are compared between different images. The matching is based on the
distance between the vectors SURF (Speeded up Robust Features) is used for extracting the local invariant features
of every labelled image [3]. This is a scale-invariant and the rotation-invariant interest point detector and descriptor
which is achieved by relying on integral images for image convolutions.
Interest point detection
To achieve the fast robust features, the SURF algorithm employs the integral images approach which
reduces the computation time.
Integral images
Occasionally, this approach is the summed area table [15] image from the summing of pixels’ intensity of
the input image I within a rectangular region formed around location x as the following [13]

of Interests D
(1)

X

(x,y)

Y

fig. 1 Summing of pixels

The integral image computes values at each pixels (x,y) that is sum of pixel values above and to left of
(x,y) as shown in the figure with recursive definition shown below the integral image can be computed quickly one
pass through as shown in below equation
Sum(x,y)=sum(x,y-1)+i(x,y)
(2)
I(x,y)=I(x-1,y)+s(x,y)
(3)
I(x,y-1)

S(x-1,y)

i(x,y)

Fig. 2 Recursive definition of integral image

3.4 Min-Hash Algorithm
In this section, it is described how a method originally developed for text near-duplicate detection and it is
adapted to near-duplicate detection of images. The goal is to retrieve all the image in the web images that are similar
to a query images. This section looks at an efficient randomized hashing based procedure that retrieves near
duplicate images in time proportional to the number of the near duplicate images. The outline of the algorithm is as
follows: Initially a list of min-Hashes is extracted from each web images and query image. Usually a min-Hash is a
lone number having the property that two sets w1 and w2 have the same value of min-Hash with their probability
equal to their similarity Sims (w1, w2). For efficient retrieval the min-Hashes are grouped into n-tuples called as
sketches. Identical sketches of images are then efficiently found using a hash table. Images with at least h identical
sketches (i.e., sketch hits) are considered as possible near duplicate images and their similarity is then estimated
using all the available min-Hashes.
The distance measure between the query image and web images is computed as the similarity of sets w1 and w2,
which is defined as the ratio of the number of elements in the intersection over the union:
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sim(w1,w2)=
(4)
Then we discussed how to compare sets, specifically using the Jacquard similarity. For example if a query image is
qi = {0, 1, 2, 5, 6} and web image is wi = {0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9}.
The Jaccard similarity is defined
Sim(qi,wi)=
(5)
=

=

3.5 Locality Sensitive Hashing
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) algorithm by Indyk&Motwani[10], is an approximate similarity search technique
that works capably even for high-dimensional images.The algorithm builds a set of l such hash functions and each of
this selects k bits from the bit string and each function uses a different and randomly selected set of k bits). These k
bits are hashed once more to index into the buckets in the hash table, and a 32-bit checksum hash value is also
generated. The two parameters k and l will enable the designer to select an appropriate trade-off between accuracy
and running time.
LSH and Min Hash are computed using following algorithm.
3.6 Algorithm For Min hash and LSH
Procedure for calculating Similarity.
Input: Features of query image.
Output: Indexing a near and Exact duplicate images
1. Features of Query image qi like qi1,qi2,qi3,………………,qin, Features of Web image wi like
w11,w12,w13,………………,w1n,
w21,w22,w23,………………..w2n,W31,w32,w33,………………..w3n,…….,Wi1,wi2,wi3,………………..win
2. for all images F=1,……………K do
If(qiF==wiF) then Increment the sim [i]
Increment the Features
End
End
3.If sim[i]==k then
EDI = Wif
Else NDI=Wif
End
4. Increment the image I;
3.7 Algorithm For Indexing A Near Duplicate And Exact Duplicate Detection
1.for all i=1,....................,n
If(Sim[i==sim[i+1])
Pos[i]=sim[i];
Pos[i+1]=sim[i+1];
End
End
2.j=i
3.For all i=1,...................,n;
If(sim[i]!=sim[i+1])
Pos[j+1]=sim[i];
Pos[j+2]=sim[i+1];
End
End
4.Display of pos[i];
5.stop.
3.8 Overall Proposed System
The proposed system is used to detect all the near duplicate images and exact duplicate images
corresponding to the query image; Overall Block Diagram of the Proposed System is
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Fig.3 Overall Block Diagram of Proposed System

The steps in Proposed Work can be depicted using the flow chart –
Start

Select the image to be detected
Query image
Image Enhancement
Web Image
Upload the image
Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction
Features of Query image

Features of web image

Similarity Calculation
Start detect the duplicate image
No

If all the
features are
matched

If slight
diff.among
images

Yes

Yes

Indexing the duplicate images
Indexing the Near duplicate images
Yes
Search
with new
image
No

Stop
Fig.4 Flowchart of Proposed System
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This paper is proposed mainly for detecting the near duplicate images by indexing the image using SURF
and Min hash algorithm. Once the features are extracted, then similarity is calculated. Finally indexing is done.
These indexing are used to detect the near duplicate images corresponding to the query image. This is done by
computing the similarities between the query image and the web image. The small distance between the query image
and the web image indicates that the web image is relevant to query image.
In this paper, Real images were used. Actually this dataset contains real camera photos taken directly from
a real user’s photo gallery. This collection consists of different types of near duplicates and exact duplicate images.
Initially very little images were taken by the proposed system and later the entire dataset is used.
Figure 6 show uploading of the enhanced query image that is unfamiliar sample results for web
search and figure 7 refers the identification of exact duplicate and near duplicate images

Fig.5 Upload the unfamiliar query image

Fig. 6 Indexing the Near Duplicate images

The following figures show another familiar sample results for web search

Fig. 7 Upload the familiar query image

Fig.8 Indexing the Near duplicate and exact image detection

5. CONCLUSION
The overall work here is detecting near duplicate images and indexing those images from a collection of
dataset. In this paper, methodology is presented to perform indexing of near-duplicate images. Initially, the query is
passed by the user to the search engine and the search engine results set of query related images. These images
contain duplicate as well as near-duplicate images. Here we concentrate in detecting near-duplicate images and
index those images. This is done using following steps – initially enhance the user query image and then features are
extracted. After features are extracted similarity is measured and finally indexing the near duplicate images. This
results in indexing of images. We conclude that our indexing approach is highly effective for collections of up to a
few hundred thousand images.
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